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The following is the opinion of the writer and is not intended to malign any religion, ethnic group,
club, organization, company, gender, sexual orientation or individual. The views of the writer are
his own, and do not in any way reflect the views of the site they are posted on, other sites
affiliated with this site, the staff involved with the site, or any other members of this site.
Furthermore, they do not necessarily reflect the views of the the people who live in the author's
neighborhood, city, province, country, continent, hemisphere, planet, star system, galaxy, or
universe of origin. Please also note that the fact the piece is written in English is in no way meant
to malign other languages or linguistic entities, nor to malign those who are illiterate or visually
impaired and thus are unable to read the piece. Furthermore, the individual letters, words, and
punctuation marks involved had no option but to be placed into the story, and should not be held
accountable for the writer's statement. Any spelling or grammatical errors are not the
responsibility of the the schools the author attended, the teachers the author was taught by, the
regional governments who did or did not fund the author's educational system, or anyone else
involved in the author's education. In point of fact, the author takes full responsibility for his
actions and opinions and does not hold his parents, siblings, other relations, friends, neighbors,
acquaintances, people in any proximity, or that strange guy he talked to on the bus three weeks
ago responsible for anything in the following work, or for anything else the author may or may
not have done. The author freely admits that his views may not be the same as those of his
religious group, gender, species, ethnic group, neighborhood watch program, bowling league or
other club.
No animals, plants, fungi, bacteria, viri, spores, seeds or any other living things were harmed
during the making of this disclaimer. Further, no environmental damage was caused to any
ecosphere, existing or non existing. All electrons used in the production were strictly volunteers,
and all paper was made by trees that died of natural causes.
Added By ME:
This is educational material the author is not responsible for your work. The following
information is not intended to be used in any manner other than claimed and in no way is this
material to be sold or used for commercial applications. The schematics and information are
solely for the use of private citizens to make FREE ENERGY for themselves. USE AT YOUR
OWN RISK. I am not responsible for your mistakes no matter how grave.
MJ

Foreword:
So why write all this down. Simple I get to many emails from people who cannot even fire a
transistor who want me to personally teach them how to build a machine I still have not
mastered. I no longer have time for that.
So now I can refer them to my publication, if I ever finish writing it. Best of luck to those who are
in this predicament.
So I want to be as honest as I can at this point. Everything I know about a Tesla switch comes
from lots of money, I myself, spent. A lot of hard work, lonely nights, missed trips and burnt semi
conductors, and all the suffering I had to endure to learn about this thing. So if you think your
going to get rich or your going to go and turn the lights on for the people for profit, YOUR
FOOLING YOURSELF.
In no way am going to give you that much information. In fact I am only going to give you a very
small portion of the foundation I have developed to achieve some of the numbers that I to get.
If you want those numbers for yourself. WORK HARD, SPEND MONEY LEARNING. Because
if you don't your just shit to me. I care nothing for the people who are looking for an easy road
out. You will not stand on my shoulders, you will only walk beside me.
That's the rant.......
But if you do what I say and display a good replica, I will share what I know. That's a promise.
What you are getting is a very easy, very powerful setup to produce power in the short term.
Your batteries will not stay charged. But they will give you more power on the transformer end
than is contained in your batteries provided the load is not in excess.
THAT IS IT....Period. All truth no BS but....
This system can be built on a large scale. If you build the 3kva version you will need very
expensive parts and lots of batteries to make it put out the power your wanting. But I have an
answer to lots of batteries. What I need to see are qualified replication before those facts can be
shared.
To date I have built 26 versions of the TS. This was not because they did not work, it was an
attempt to make them work better and learn. All of them including the mechanical showed very
similar results except the one I am NOT writing about in this paper. Its results are hidden, and
you will not be able to find them unless first you learn to produce AC power from a transformer
through one of the available circuits.
The transformer . Why a Transformer. All these years we have seen the Six Switch version that
ran load. Or the Muller replication that incorporated some transformers to Isolate the power to
the transistors. But never once have we driven a transformer. Why?? That was my only question
after reading the following article on Ronald Brandt.

There it was the whole time and most people have not even seen that article. Brandt of course
plays it up to some oscillations that allow the battery to provide a resonates.
This is not the case. Although I myself thought so for a long time.
Brandt most likely did not even know what he was doing with it to make such power. His later
attempts to recruit help on the matter shows he could not figure out why it wasn't working. The
same people who tried to help, maintain today he didn't even build the car. Well I now know he
did from several conversations I have had with witnesses. He is some what of an Urban legend.
The simple AC version (As I describe) no matter how balanced the batteries are will not produce
an extended large power supply. Neither will the one outlined in the article.
Then we have heard all the other mumbo jumbo. And all the legends, and I myself won't say they
are wrong but I doubt seriously if we sit around and wait on those sources to show us we will ever
see anything more than a small bulb lit for along time. And I highly doubt the ability of the
"Experts" do to recent events. They tend to show more hype than fact.
A large system will NEVER be shown and most likely the “Experts” can't even imagine how to
build anything on a household or vehicle scale. And if they did the price tag would ruin the
experience of owning it.
The TS is not a matter of the reaction from the batteries or the transformer. It is not the
SWITCHING that makes it happen.
Its the reaction you create in the environment you build and the power that reaction returns.
That power is then stored and released, in an unimaginable way.
Of course that's another lesson. The best you can do is put away the nonsense you have been
taught or told. It means nothing because the truth is not out there. You have been told to many
stories for it to come back and present itself.
Most of what I have always believed about the TS has been wiped away with this SIMPLE
LITTLE SWITCH. So now you have to get started with it, learn how to use it in the form I am
giving you, report your data and your work, whether good or bad, then I can show you how to get
the power out of it. If you choose to change things or plague me with doubt about functionality
don't expect to see anything further than the rather unremarkable little power supply outline in
the publication. But do good work study and get my attention and I promise you, you'll see good
things.
Lets get on with it.
Matthew Jones

The shopping list:
I posted this some time ago before the publication came out. This list will simply outline some of
the major parts you'll need to either make the small or large switch.
I do not include resistors and switch's. This is on purpose. You must pick the schematic you
choose to build. Only you know what you can build but you can use Solid State Relays,
transistors, mosfets and IGBT's, and even radio quility high current mechanical relays, if you can
afford them. That's up to you. They all work. But if you feel you need to stray from the plans,
make sure you understand things do not always work as expected. Your results may differ.
Everyone of you should understand the batteries make difference. A 10 amp hour battery will not
run as well as a 100 amp hour. A deep cycle acts different from a car battery. So choose your
batteries and stick with them. If your going to build small go ahead and gt small batteries. If you
going to get big I would suggest using a battery with CCA rating. Cold Cranking Amps. You only
going to draw 1 large load from the batteries on start up after that the power gets shuttled
around and the draw from the lead plates is just supplement at that point.

Little One
●4- batteries of equal size 5-20 amp hour.
●Simple B2 Stamp kit
Stamp Stack II Kit
Stamp Learning Kit
KIT BASIC STAMP 2 OEM MODULE - 27291
You can use a PIC or Arduino or any IC other than the stamp that will turn a PIN on and OFF,
BUT you better know how to write the code and how to calculate TIME for the pulses.
Sorry...Stamp is easy and Simple, that is why I am recommending it.
●1- IRON based Standard Transformer.
25.2V CT 2.0A Heavy-Duty Chassis-Mount Transformer
This same transformer or ones like it can be found at Digi-Key. Or...You can salvage one out of an
appliance as long as its the same size or bigger and iron plated. 2" wide, 2" tall, 1"+ inch's thick.
●200 ft or so of 20 AWG magnetic wire.
●2- 10-20 amp switch's. ****See schematic details on switch's after list
●40 amp bridge rectifier, OR 4 diodes to build one
Digi-Key - FFPF15UP20STTU-ND (Manufacturer - FFPF15UP20STTU) ***Best Option
Or you can hit your local supplier and buy something of your choice
●Capacitor, 5 of the following
Digi-Key - 565-2677-ND (Manufacturer - ESMH500VSN103MR45T)
You can find something close on EBAY. What you need is 50,000 uf at or about 25 volt or more.
You can buy multiples or singles that are in that range.
This is not a key component it is simply there to provide a short term storage for you load.
12-14 volt .5 to 1 amp load, preferably an automotive incandescent bulb.

BIG ONE
If you are going to build this one you had better be able to follow basic schematic and you had
better have GOOD organization skills so that you keep track of what you are doing and what
wires are what. ONE WRONG connection can cause a serious damage to the system and
operator. I do not take any responsibility for such mistakes. Safety should be your first priority.
When in doubt do NOT do anything and ask.
●4 Batteries 100 amp hour or better
●A Stamp module, Or IC controller, see above list
●Transformer. 1 -3 KVA or 1000 to 3000 watts. BIGGER IS BETTER.
3000 Watts Step Down Voltage Converter
● #6 AWG Square magnetic wire at 150 ft, OR #14 awg magnetic wire at 300 ft.
Now you can use anything in between the 2 listed types of wire. But do not go smaller than 14
awg, and DO NOT THINK you can wrap 5 strand of 20 awg together to come up with that size.
This a recipe for HEAT and does not work well. You cannot use insulated wire either, this is also a
recipe for poor inductance.
●40 - 100+ amp switch's BIGGER IS BETTER.
****See schematic details on switch's after list
●200 amp Bridge rectifier.
Digi-Key - FFPF15UP20STTU-ND (Manufacturer - FFPF15UP20STTU) ***Best Option you will
need 50 of these and some Copper or PCB board.
Or you can spend big money and buy built Bridges. The above diode setup that recommend
building is CHEAP and FAST with a low power loss. This is important when you start driving
loads.
●1-3 farad worth of capacitors. Your choice. Quality capacitors should be used.
A 12 volt 100 watt load for tuning. Halogen light bulbs for automotive or home use are the best.
Now if you just jumped to the big one and you cannot figure out the above list, You do not have
the needed experience to build this level of switch so don't. Build the small one. If you have built
the small one and can prove it get me at Energetic forums and I'll be happy to answer the
questions you have.

The Transformer:
No big trick here. The first thing you have to do is get the body stripped out.
I always use a razor knife. To separate the plates. They usually are stuck together with lacquer.
The first plate doesn't come out nice. Use a flat tip and beat it out if you have to.
The biggest thing you need to be careful of is the plastic spool in the center. No matter the size of
the transformer that spool is brittle, it will break and make the job of putting it back together all
the harder.
So you'll get the picture. It comes apart just like it goes back together.
Winding it up is not big trick either. In fact there is no trick. You just need to keep track of your
wires.
If your building the little one your going to need #18-#20 awg wire. If you building the big one
you want wire between #6 square AWG up to #14 awg normal round wire.
We'll go over winding the small one first.
Since we all might be using a slightly different body of transformer, and I have yet to find a solid
formula for knowing how many strands will fit on a spool of any kind, we'll do it the rough way.
Maybe you have a reliable formula...you if it works.
So lay out 3 strands of wire all equal make sure they are long enough to cover the spool plus some
extra. We are using 20 awg and if the body is similar to the one I suggested it will not hold more
than 3 strands at 50' but I'll leave to you to guess closer.
Before you wind them up mark each one with some tape to mark the start of each wire, this will
be important to know.
Wind up all 3 strands equally . Count your turns while doing this. Fill the spool.
Remember the 3rd wire is 25% percent longer. So we need to unwind and you have 3 strands. You
should know the footage on the strand by what you have left over.
IE.. You laid out 50 ft. Now that the spool is wound you have 30 ft left over. You know you have
20 ft on the spool.
So 25% of the total length is 5 ft. You have 3 strand so pull off 1.5 ft off the spool. Take 2 wires
and cut them. Make sure you leave yourself some extra wire for leads and mark them as the
finish of those 2 wire. Then finish filling the spool with the third wire.
Kinda rough and complicated I guess but it makes sure you have 1 wire that is about 25 percent
longer.
The most important thing is to keep track of the wires start and finish.

Now you have the spool wound up make sure it is contained within the edges of the spool. If
needed make a jig with wood or something to compress the wires on the side of the spool with a
vice or pliers or what ever you have to do. The side are all have to worry about.
When your done get a wrap of tape of some kind preferably something that can take a little heat
in case you an accident when wiring.
This is important when you start to install the plate. You do not want the wire to get scored from
the iron plates. The insulation will be compromised and you will get a short in your windings.
No matter how you describe it it will be BAD.
So now reinstall your plates. You most likely will not get all of them back in but try. You might
have a way to compress them further so they all fit back. I usually end up with one or so left over.
Secure the housing so the plates do not vibrate. Its not important you just want a limited amount
of noise if at all possible .
Make sure if you do anything the leads of the transformer you keep them clearly marked. Which
one is the start and which one is the finish of the Primaries and which one is the Secondary
output.
At this point I always like to lay the thing out. Screw it down to board. I do not do neat and
pretty I just try to make it functional and easy to keep track of.
You do what you want but for the sake of instruction lay this thing out and ,mark it as follows.
So here is how I am labeling things. If you follow that then you'll be able to follow the discussion

Fig.1
Now your transformer is ready.

IC.
Lately I have been encouraged to provide documentation and instruction on all the IC's. And I
can but I may have a mistake as I do not use all of them. Usually for prototyping I use the
Stamp2E.
Its easy to use. The documentation is clear and the setup is simple. If you do not have one and
access to one is out of reach you can use. A PicAxe, an Audriono, an Ubicom SX, AVR or anything
else that fits the bill.
The code is simple and you can find it in the most basic tutorials. We just need to turn a pin on
and off for simple amount of time. The amount of time matters. We need to operate within a
microsecond. IE .000001 seconds. We actually need 2 pins.
So I will go the Code later but I wanted to mention the fact that you are not tied directly to one
IC of my choosing. You will just have to figure out how to turn the pin on and off if I have not
included instruction for that IC.
You will also need to figure out how the IC setup works. Most have PINS for an output signal and
a ground pin. Those are all you will need.
So get your favorite IC and read up on the basic blinking light tutorial.

Switch's
We've got to have switch's. They are the key to the performance in this particular schematic. But
they are not any more important than anything else. The most important thing is YOU KNOW
how to use it.

SSR's
You can use a SSR (Solid State Relay). These are easy and they taken me along way in my
research Most have 2 sides the POWER side and the CONTROL side. The power side has a
positive and a negative hookup. The control side also. You will need to refer to the data sheet to
understand exactly where they are.
On the following page is a basic outline of how the SSR should used to make serial connection.

Fig.2

Transistors
These were the hardest for me to get when I started. At one time I though it was too huge of a
trick to even think about in a for real application. But it turned out there are a few rules and
when those are followed its really easy. So if you haven't used transistors before I should be able
to convince you and show you how easy it is.
We are going to talk about the MJL21194 But any transistor can do the job as long the specs on it
are as follows. 200V DC at 20 amp or better. That's it.
So maybe you have maybe you haven't used a transistor but let me some it up. Its a switch, you
run it on and off by feeding it a small charge or signal. Just like the SSR.
You have 3 pins Base, Collector, and Emitter. If we use it in the serial position of our switch, we
need the positive hooked to the collector and the negative hooked to the emitter.
The base of the transistor is then driven by a signal that is either sourced from the same side of
the power as the collector or from an external source that is grounded common with the emitter.

Lets look at a small example..

Fig. 3A
I am showing you 2 batteries with a transistor in the serial position. Not ready to run.
We now have to turn the base on but we cannot do this like we did the SSR in Fig 2, with a
separate power source. We have to make sure the voltage used to turn on the transistor is
common to the Either the collector or emitter. So if we use a separate power source we need to
common the grounds

Fig.3B
So why do we have to common ground it. I do not have a technical answer but basically the
transistor BASE ground through the emitter so the power has to be able to loop back to the
ground side of its source. Or it won't be able to travel through the transistor and turn it on.
Hopefully you can see why we need the ground to be common.
You should also notice the squiggly line hooked to the base with and R next to it. That's a resistor
as far as the schematic of things are concerned
In Either case we do not need to do this at all. We can just get our power from the positive side of
the connection.

Fig.3C
Now everything is as it should be. We are on a common ground with source of power to turn on
the transistor. All we have to do now is turn the switch (SW) on and the transistor turns on.

.
Now I want you to get your test lead out and multimeter and do a little experiment for me. This
little test is to prove we are turning the transistor on.
I want you to make a setup as follows.

Fig 4
Now if you don't have a switch handy you can just hook one end of the test lead to the Base of the
transistor and the other end of the test lead to the resistor. HOLD the resistor and touch the
positive pole of Battery 1 (Batt 1).
Watch the meter. If your using 2, 12 volt batteries your going to see somewhere around 24 volt.
Maybe less. Either way write down the voltage you have measured. If your not seeing 24 volt or
so check all your connections.
Now measure each battery and add the voltages together. Now look at the voltage you measured
from the serial connection and look at the voltages you measured from adding the 2 batteries up.
Quite a bit different HUH?
This is a basic voltage drop caused from the transistor. I just wanted you to see this so later you
will understand what I am talking about when I say “Voltage Drop”. The voltage drop is caused
from the resistance in the transistor.
So now you should have the basics on the transistor and why and how it can be used. Later we
will discuss in the construction of the circuit why we would use different configurations of
transistors.

IC Component
We are going to talk about the basics of several IC kits. I have not used them all but I have
reviewed the documentation of both the compiler and the code to right, but I may not be totally
right.
The code used in this version of the switch is very simple and most people should be able to get
the IC of there choice and find a simple tutorial for it. Most IC's come with a simple tutorial
called “Blinking Light”. This tutorial and the code that come with it is enough to run this version
of the switch.
Then next thing you will want to know about your IC is the time value. Some IC's run on a clock
and have a hertz rating and the code needed will be based on that. Or some use actual time, or
units of time.
An example is the BS2 (Which is in the schematic). It runs on a custom unit if you use a
command called Pulsout the unit of time used is 2 microseconds.
IE
pulsout 1, 100
This command means make a pulse from pin 1, 200 microseconds long. The BS2 uses 2
microseconds per unit in pulse out command.
So I hope your following me. So lets get on to the IC specifics.
We will first go over the Basic Stamp 2e. This is what I recommend because it is very easy to use
but you know your own situation and you may already have another.

BS2
The first you need the compiler if you already do not have one.
PBasic Compiler
You'll need to tell the compiler what kind of code and what unit you are using look in the top bar
and click these buttons.
Once you do this the software will enter some code in the header section. This is to help the compiler
know what it has to do.
Now all were going to do is create a “DO LOOP”
Do
Pulsout 1, 1250
Pulsout 2, 1250
Loop
This says “Do the following Commands”
“Pulsout pin #1 for 1250 units or 2500 microseconds”
“Pulsout pin #2 for 1250 units or 2500 microseconds”
“Loop back to the beginning”

That's it. Its as simple as pie. Remember we have more things cover before you fire up your TS so
just hold your horses before we get going.
PIC
Now Pics are a little more complicated of a subject. They come a lot of flavors. The primary
difference is the BIT count. They come in 8,16,and 32 bit. This only matters when your going to
get into higher math and more complex functions. If your already capable of using this stuff you
don't need this section.
If you just getting started though know this... The code for all of them will be the same. The
functions we are using is are the very basic of this IC controller. The IDE you want as far I can
tell is AxePad. There might be others but this one will cover what we are doing.
The biggest thing I can find about the PIC is the time equated to the “Pulse Out” command. The
pic uses a unit that is worth 10 microseconds. So the time on the command will be reduced to a
count of 250. That would be (250 units) x (10 microseconds) = 2500 microsenconds.
Your code is just like the Stamp other than the time.
Do
Pulsout 1, 250
Pulsout 2, 250
Loop.
Hit Program and your running. Remember we have more things cover before you fire up your TS
so just hold your horses before we get going.
I am not going to include any other IC's in this discussion. It was my original intention to cover 5
of them that are commonly used. But the documentation on most them is too large. Some of them
even make you take an oath that you will not distribute the code outside of the US.
So I am not going to go through all that.
If you choose another IC you need to make it work. Period.

Schematics
So at this point I need to go ahead and put TS schematics out for you to look at and for us to
discuss.

Fig 5.
This was the original schematic that I put out for everyone to replicate. It was my thought at the
time that this thing is so easy to understand anyone could give it a try even if they did not know
anything about the TS.

How hard would be. You could go get some parts and explore the possibilities. After all that's all I
did. My first version of it was a small coil with 2 windings. A wheel with 6 magnets evenly spaced
around the wheel. 2 transistors for serial switch's. And 2 reed switch's.
If you gave the wheel a spin the transistors would turn on based on the position of the magnet to
the reed switch and the coil would either pull the magnet on the wheel in or push it away based
on the direction of the currents travel.

Some of you might want to play with this. It can run 6.5 months on 4, 4.5 amp hour 12 volt
batteries. Enough said.
So if it worked that good in a little crappy motor and what would large transformer do? And the
whole time it was right there in the article about Ronald Brandt.
I had to give it to everyone. So I posted it. And to my amazement the so called researchers wanted
details. Specifics. Only 2 people just went and got whatever parts they had laying around and
tried it. NO ONE ELSE!!!!!!
So I must just be unique in the fact that I could care less if it burns up or give results I just want

to see if it works. While everyone else must copy. HMMM??
Whats with that BS??? And people ask “Why aren't these things on the market?” Makes you
wonder about the spinal fortitude of the FE communities members. Yes that means YOU. I have
no need to flatter you. I have need for you at all. I am only writing this paper for the ones who
want to get started not for the one who claim to know. You know nothing because if you did you
would not need this, you would build and see what happens, and build again to make it better.
So anyway lets get past the rant and history and talk about how the thing works. Before I get
pissed and write a bunch of crap about you BIG THINKERS.
Again I must say Its simple. So simple..
The TS takes 2 batteries puts them in series creating 24 volt. On the other side you do not have a
ground you have the positive (Or negative) side of another 12 volt battery. The 24 volt flows out
as current push's through the load. In our case the load is a transformer. The current shares it
magnetic flux with the Iron of the transformer and the output wire takes its share and turns it
back into current and out come some power for us to use at little to no cost. Then we switch the
direction. So the same blast of current we put out the first time goes into the opposite direction
and does a little work again, and again, and again... Until finally it either diminishes from
entropy or deposits itself in the plate of the parallel battery.
OK all the researchers say HUH? And scratch there head together at the same time....

Fig 6
We'll start with the relay based version. If you have never built any TS setup before this may be
your best bet.
This would have been the first version I built with the Transformer. Why? Well because I always
take the easiest route to my goal. It makes it simple after all and that is what I am about. Or at
least I like to think so.
Lets talk about this circuit and the flow of potential it creates.
You should already be familiar with the SSR at the serial switch position and how it works. We
are driving it with the IC and you should understand your IC by now.
So the IC sends runs a command to make pulse. This pulse of current runs out of the IC into the
ON side of the relay. The relay turns on on the LEFT side putting the 2 batteries in serial
position creating a 24 volt potential. We already know the other bank is in parallel and standing
at 12 volt. Between the 24 volt potential and the 12 volt potential we have 12 volts of potential left
over.
The current from this 12 volt of potential travels through the transformer and creates a magnetic
field in the transformer. This field travels from out the top of the inner core around the sides into
the south side of the the transformers coil. When it does this we induce a potential with current
on the output wire.

If you were to look at it on a scope you would see the following.

12 volt
rise

Fig. 6A
This shape shown in a scope shot is caused from the magnetic field going through the
transformer in one direction.
When the opposite side turns on you will see the following image.

-12 volt
rise

Fig. 6B
This is still because of the direction. We pulling our load from the ground side of the battery but
based on its position in the transformer we see different waves.
The combination of the 2 waves going back and forth causes an Alternating Current (AC)
pattern.
If you look at the output wire from the transformer you'll see we have Bridge rectifier hooked to
it. This is because we need DC for the load and the capacitor. The bridge reorders the waveforms
above so that can use it as DC.
The entire process very simple as far as circuits go.
I did not go into a lot depth but the more you look at you should be able to start to understand
why it works.
I will include 2 more schematic after this encase you choose to use another instead of the relay
based version.
DO NOT start any of these circuits until read the section entitled "Start Up and Saftey"

Fig. 7

Fig.7a

Start Up and Safety Checklist
I wanted to make sure everyone read this section thoroughly. It is very important to me that
everybody is safe and prepared to be able to make sure the switch is going to run prior to starting
it up.
The check list is easy to follow and if you follow it you know without doubt that the TS your
building will run without a hitch. So now your all wired up, you gotten familiar with your IC. You
have a setup ready to run. Or so you think...
Look at the following schematic.

Fig. 8
Your going to notice at this point that the transformer is not hooked up. This is what you should
do at this point. UNHOOK the transformer. Hopefully you haven't soldered it or something
permanent.
Now your gonna need your meters. The first thing we are going to check is the switching.
Are we able to serialize our batteries?
Hook a meter on one side to point A and B on the battery. Then if you have an extra meter hook it
to point C and D.
We are going to go ahead and write some test code..

BS2
Do
high 1 'Turn pin 1 on
pause 2000 ' hold pin one on for 2 seconds
low 1 'Turns pin 1 off
pause 100
high 2
pause 2000
low 2
pause 100
loop
What this will do is show 24 volt or so every time the IC turns on the switch. It should go back
and forth. Since it turns on for 2 seconds you should have plenty of time to see whether it is
working or not. If the 24 volt stays on you have a bad switch or a short circuit in your switch that
is not letting the switch turn off. Replace the switch and if needed replace the driving circuit.
But if everything checks out your serial switching is working and you can go on to the next step.

Fig. 8a
At this point we have the transformer hooked up. Hopefully you hooked up correctly, but for
good measure we are going to check and have no doubt it is hooked up correctly.
If it hooked up incorrectly your switches will burn. So make sure you do this test.
Your going to to hook the continuity meter (makes a beep when you have a connection) up
between the ground side of Batt 4 Ground (Point A) and the Ground side of Batt 1(point B)
You should get a beep. This means it is hooked up.
Now we will do the other side. Check from the ground of Batt2 (Point C) to the ground of Batt 3
(Point D)
You should get beep. If you didn't check your wiring.
Now here is another big test....
Check your connection between the ground of Batt 2 (Point C) and the ground of Batt 4 (Point
A).
Check Both those sides to your Output wire. AND check all the connection to the Metal plates of
the transformer.

Did it Beep at all? Bad new if it did you need to rewind your transformer cause you cut a wire.
And if you cut a wire then you did not follow my instructions and tape the transformer winding
or you were careless when you put it back together.
But if everything checked out your good to go so far.
One more really critical thing to check.
I told you the most important thing you can do when winding that transformer is to mark the
beginning and end of each wire. So we are going to confirm you wired it correctly through the
transformer.
Your going to have to check the following visually and hopefully you marked wires correctly.

Fig. 8b
Make sure the wire coming off of the ground of batt 2 (Point A) goes into the start of the
transformer windings. The end of the transformer winding (Point C) goes to the ground of the
batt 3 (point D).If it is not wired this way you run the risk of burning your switch's so please
correct the issue for your sake.
Now the other side .....

Fig.8b
This is the same visual test but we are running in the other direction so make sure to keep that in
mind.
Check to see if the ground of batt 4 (Point A) is hooked to the END of the windings on the
transformer (Point B), and that the Start of the windings (Point C) is hooked to the ground of
Batt D.
This is connection scheme is really critical. If you have wires backwards you will create a
scenario that produces immense SURGE currents and you will burn your switch's and could
possibly set a battery on fire. VERY BAD...VERY UNHEALTHY...VERY EXPENSIVE mistake.
So make sure you check and double check. I can wire one of these blindfolded and make it work
but I always triple check those connection, because I have seen the worst of it.
If everything checks out your just about ready to run.

Now go into your compiler (the software that runs and programs your IC) enter the code we went
over in the IC section. Compile and run.
Your bulb in the circuit should light up. Maybe not bright but light up none the less.
Now your running, are you proud of yourself? You should be...

TUNING.
Now tuning is no big trick. We just need to watch the voltage coming out if the transformer.
Remember the voltage coming out of the transformer is AC. Then we rectify it to produce DC
and run our DC load, the light bulb.
Set your meter to AC voltage and hook it to the output of the transformer. It does matter which
leads you use just hook one to one side and the other to the other side. Make sure you have
voltage showing.
Now remember your code:
BS2
Do
Pulsout 1, 1250
Pulsout 2, 1250
Loop
PIC
Do
Pulsout 1, 250
Pulsout 2, 250
Loop
The second part of the "pulse out" command is the time statement. You will want to first adjust
this down by a percentage. I am going to show 1 line of code but of course your going to this on
both lines.
BS2
pulsout 1, 1000
PIC
Pulsout 1, 200
Now we lowered the speed of the pulse making it a shorter on time, to 2000 microseconds.
Look at the Meter. Did your voltage go up? Down? or stay the same?
Most likey at the speed we are using it went down, but if it went UP or Stayed the same go ahead
and lower the time factor again by the same amount.

If the voltage went Down as I suspect it did you need to add time. So go ahead and add time.
BS2
pulsout 1, 1500
PIC
Pulsout 1, 300
Again watch the potential on the meter. Did it go up? Down or Stay the same.
Essentially to tune this what your going to do. Keep adding or subtracting until the potential is at
its highest. If you going to fast the potential will go down if your going to slow the potential will
go down. It will only start to go up right around the correct switching speed.
So you going to get close then change your time by littler fraction until you feel you are at the
highest potential for your load.
That's how simple it gets.
Now I am not going to explain how to do it but if I were to use computer like the BS2 or PIC I
would also learn how to read an ADC or Analog to Digital converter. This can read the voltage at
the AC point which you had your meter and you could possibly write code that would tune the
circuit to your load based on simple logarithmic algorithm.
But I am not going to give you that. You need to take the time to make that happen if you want it.
The last thing you need to do for yourself is write some code and make STOP program. So you do
not have to reset your switch..
BS2 and PIC
pulsout 8, 10
That's it. It will then send one pulse to PIN 8 and no more. We aren't using pin 8 so everything
halts to stop.
Of course the IC has way to make sure you stop running and you can incorporate that into the
code and use and external button or something of your choice to stop any operation.
But again you are going to figure it out. I am not giving it to you.
So this concludes the Small Simple Switch guide.
I hope you have success and little to no problems. Once this is running you can scale it up. I will
discuss further later in Part 2 of the article when I talk about using the 3 KVA version.
Remember no reward is free, work hard and reward will come your way.
Matthew Jones

